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Dominic was always one of the popular kids in school, and he was the object of many girls‘ attraction back.

then.

This was made even more so prominent since everyone graduated and was now working, which resulted in their realization of

the importance of money.

Even though Dominic’s familial wealth faltered in comparison to some of the big names in Springfield City, it was still far more

than any of them could ever imagine, so his presence continued to stir up a storm

wherever he went.

“Oh, Sean and I ran into Leon on the way here, so that’s why we’re a few minutes late,” Dominic explained, curling his lips into a

handsome, roguish smile..

“Leon?”

Everyone froze when they finally noticed the man standing behind Dominic and Sean.

Expressions of distaste and contempt flashed across their faces, all except for Janice.

Her twinkly gaze fell onto Leon’s face, and she greeted him with a beautiful smile. “Long time no see,

“That’s right. I can’t believe it’s been three years…” Leon could not help lamenting.

Leon.”

He was just about to ask for Janice’s contact number, but the feeling of his old classmates‘ disdainful gazes made him swallow

his next words, and he decided to stay a little longer out of fear of humiliation.

“Alright, we’re all old friends by now, so we don’t have to be so uptight with each other. Let’s all sit down!” Dominic declared,

gesturing at the empty seats.

“Dominic, you were the one who initiated this gathering in the first place, so you should sit at the head of the table.” Sean knew

that Dominic always had his eye on Janice, so when he noticed that Janice sat at the head of the table, he quickly drew out the

chair next to her and invited Dominic to sit.

An expression of delight crossed Dominic’s face as he shot Sean a look of approval.

Not only did Janice use to be the smartest person in the class, but she was also one of the prettiest girls in college.

Dominic always had a massive crush on her since their early college days, but despite having pined after her for more than two

years, he still did not manage to win her heart.

When they graduated and eventually went their separate ways, he was forced to give up on her.

However, now that they finally met after three years, he could not help noticing how beautiful she became, and secretly hoped he

would be able to impress her and catch her attention during this gathering.

Everyone took their seats, and Leon, knowing his place, decided to sit down at the other end of the table.

However, the two people on either side of him moved their chairs aside in distaste when they saw him.

Leon was a little embarrassed by this, and for a split second, he could not decide whether he should sit or

leave.
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Dominic was secretly overjoyed to see this.

Janice was always close to Leon during their college days, and thus, he always picked on Leon out of jealousy.

Even though all this was in the past, he still could not help holding resentment toward Leon for this and was secretly happy to

see Leon being humiliated in public.

“You can sit next to me, Leon,” Janice said, smiling, as she moved her chair aside, creating some extra space

between her and Dominic.

Leon hesitated for a moment, but when he recalled that he agreed to attend this gathering for Janice’s sake, he quickly brought

his chair over to her side and sat, smack dab in the middle of her and Dominic.

Dominic’s smile froze on his face, and a glimmer of hatred flashed through his eyes.

However, since what happened already happened, he had no choice but to swallow his feelings.
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